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1 The research question 

 
In the course of labelling the LINDENSTRASSE corpus (Peters 2005a), it 
became clear that beside the accent category that is principally signalled 
by F0 excursion and may therefore be called pitch accent, another type 
of accent has to be recognised that is primarily related to non-pitch fea-
tures, viz. acoustic energy, based on phonatory and articulatory force, 
and may therefore be called force accent. In both accent types, duration 
also increases as against unaccented syllables, but more strongly in a 
force accent. In pitch accents, the duration increase mainly affects the 
syllable nucleus, in force accents, it is primarily the syllable onset. 

Duration may be the only marker of an accent if it occurs outside a 
pitch excursion, and is not heightened by extra force, e.g. an accented 
syllable in phrase-final F0 trailing off after a fall. This duration accent is 
of a lower degree of salience than the other two; it has been classified as 
partially deaccented in the Kiel Intonation Model (Kohler 1991, 1997a. 
1997b) and labelled /1/ (as against /2/ and /3/ for default and reinforced 

pitch accents, respectively) in PROLAB (Peters and Kohler 2004).  
The accent markers /1 2 3/ are linked to pitch categories of peak and 

valley contours, for which PROLAB uses the labels / ) ^ ( ] [ /, put after 
the digits. Force accents are symbolized by />/ after the digit. In addition 
to their specific features, force accents may also include pitch excur-
sions, in which case they are labelled by the pitch category symbols after 
the digit + />/ (see Table 1). 

The entire LINDENSTRASSE corpus has been labelled prosodically, on 
the basis of these accent and pitch categories, using the symbols given 
above. It is therefore possible to search the database for instances of ac-
cents in three categories 

(1) pitch accents 
(2) force accents combined with pitch contours 
(3) force accents without contributing pitch contours. 
In category (3), an F0 analysis is often not possible at all because the 

sonorous part of the accented syllable is very short and has irregular 
glottal pulsing, being surrounded by long stretches of voicelessness, as 
illustrated in Figure 1. Or if F0 can be analysed, it does not show typical 
peak or valley patterns but is rather flat and simply has microprosodic 
interference from intensified voiceless obstruent onsets.  
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In the example of Figure 1 from the LINDENSTRASSE corpus 
(l061aMPI, 304 s) – wie Boris Valerie die Treppe runterkickt, ne ‘when 
Boris kicks Valerie down the stairs, you know’ – both Valerie and 
Treppe have peak contours associated with accent level /2/, and the F0 
fall continues to a very low level on runterkickt. There is not a separate 
intonation pattern on the final word; the slight low-level F0 descent is 
microprosodically conditioned by the strongly aspirated voiceless plo-
sive onset in conjunction with the following mid-high vowel. But in 
spite of this absence, the stem of the compound verb, kickt, bears a 
strong accent. It is related to articulatory force and signalled by a very 
long and intensely aspirated initial plosive  “swallowing up”  a good part 

of the nucleus [�], which is very short, thus heightening the duration of 
the initial consonant. So, the phonatory force of particular types of  voice  

k � � k � t�

 
 
Figure 1: Speech wave, spectrogram, and F0 trace of Valerie die Treppe runterkickt 
(with final nasal plosion before the following assertion particle ne) from German spon-
taneous speech corpus LINDENSTRASSE l061aMPI. The continuous vertical lines seg-
ment the signal section corresponding to the force accent verb stem kickt, labelled in 

IPA notation at the top. The broken lines mark the syllable nucleus [�], the horizontal 
lines indicate the voiceless obstruent stretches of the accented syllable. The arrows in 
the F0 trace show the two peak patterns on Valerie and Treppe, respectively, disre-
garding the microprosodic effect on kickt. (Audio Example 1). 
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quality (breathiness, glottalization) seems to be an equally important 
exponent of the force accent.  

In the syntactic pattern of the direct object die Treppe, governed by 
the adverbial direction particle runter of the following compound verb, 
the object is focussed and the verb is subordinated in neutral accentua-
tion. This is achieved by a single F0 peak pattern that is synchronized 
with the object and spans both. If both the object Treppe and the particle 
runter (which is lexically stressed in a verbal compound) were to receive 
pitch accents, the verb would be contrastively accented. Beside this 
marking of a syntactic structure by an accent – intonation link, a force 
accent on the verbal stem (against the lexical stress pattern) adds an ex-
pressive component of disapproval, which emotionally intensifies the 
meaning of the verb. The force accent is completely independent of pitch 
in this case.  

The goal of this study is fourfold: 
 
● It introduces a new perspective into the present-day discussion of 

accent by going back to the concept of force vs melodic accents in 
early 20th century phonetics. Phoneticians like Sievers (1901) and 
Sweet (1877) associated accentual focus with physiological force, 
hence the terms exspiratorischer Akzent and stress, culminating in 
Stetson’s (1928) stress (reinforced chest) pulses. As perceptual 
research established the cuing powers of F0 and duration in ac-
cent perception, the acoustic transform of physiological force, i.e. 
acoustic energy, was relegated to an insignificant position. The 
time has come to redress the balance (Kohler 2003). 

 
● Examples of force and segmentally corresponding pitch accents 

are retrieved from a German spontaneous speech corpus via their 
prosodic labels. To evaluate the hypothesis that force accents dif-
fer significantly in acoustic parameters of speech production, en-
ergy and duration measures are obtained in a comparative speech 
wave analysis, whereas voice quality features are assessed audito-
rily. 

 
● A perception test examines the hypothesis that the duration of on-

set consonants is an essential cue in the perception of force accent 
and that, in spite of this consonant lengthening, a force accent is 
not decoded as speech disfluency (see also Peters 2005b, 6.2). 
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● After establishing formal criteria for differentiating between force 
and pitch accents, there will be a discussion of the functions that 
may be associated with force accents.  

 

2 Corpus analysis 

 
2.1 Database 

 
The basis for the investigation into the production of force accents is the 
section of the Kiel Corpus that was recorded in the Video Task scenario: 
LINDENSTRASSE (Peters 2001, 2005a). The corpus consists of 6 dialogues 
between 4 pairs of female and 2 pairs of male speakers. The data were 
labelled according to conventions laid down in Kohler et al. (1995) for 
the annotation of segments, and in Kohler (1997b) and Peters and Kohler 
(2004) for prosodic features (PROLAB). In the labelling of this part of 
the Kiel Corpus, the prosodic conventions were extended by a label for 
the force accent category />/. Labellers were instructed to use the symbol 
for the auditory impression of a forceful accent that differs from a rein-
forced pitch accent /3/. The force accent annotations produced for the 
LINDENSTRASSE corpus were discussed in a prosody discussion group of 
phonetic researchers and students, finalising the symbolization.  
 
2.1.1 Data retrieval 
 
Search scripts were applied to the database labels to extract all prosodic 
phrases containing force accents, and a comparable number of pitch ac-
cents in corresponding environments of segments, accent level, and 
speaker, and to excerpt the speech wave sections associated with them. 
There are 41 instances of />/ in the database, including force accents 
with and without pitch contours. They are listed in Table 1.  

The matching of force accents with pitch accents failed in 6 cases be-
cause contextually corresponding pitch accents could not be found in the 
database. This only left 35 pairs. For duration measurements the words 
with long vowels were discarded because their number (5 cases) was too 
small for reliable generalization in a separate duration class; one word 
with a short vowel (doch) was also excluded because the vowel was ex-
tremely lengthened (526 ms), and thus transgressed the short-vowel cate-
gory  (cf.  2.2.1). In addition, the pair  ach so  ‘oh, I see’ was disregarded 
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Table 1: Complete sample of force accents (n1=41) and a sample of pitch accents in 
segmentally corresponding words (n2=35) from the LINDENSTRASSE corpus. The listing 
provides the words (accented syllable bold), prosodic labels, corpus references (file 
name with speaker ID; time point in seconds), and syllable structures. 
 

Force Accents Pitch Accents 
Word Lab Ref SyllStru Word Lab Ref SyllStru 

ich 2> l011aTEV 
243s 

CVSC ich 2^ l011aTEV 
82s 

CVSC 

gesteckt 2> l011aCJE 
21s 

CCVSCC steckt |2^ l011aCJE 
136s 

CCVSCC 

bescheu-
erte 

2>^ l011aCJE 
46s 

CVL bescheuert 2^ l011aCJE 
94s 

CVLC 

besoffene |2>
^ 

l011aCJE 
344s 

CVSC besoffene 2^ l011aCJE 
382s 

CVSC 

fertig 2>( l011aCJE 
553s 

CVS(C) - - - - 

erstickt 2> l021aAHA 
116s 

CCVSCC erstickt 2-% l021aAHA 
449s 

CCVSCC 

doch 2> l021aAHA 
275s 

CVSC doch 2^ l021aAHA 
127s 

CVSC 

ach so 2> l021aAHA 
473s 

CVSC ach so 0 l021aAHA 
131s 

CVSC 

Dressler 2>[ l021aAHA 
672s 

CCVSC Dressler 2( l021aAHA 
546s 

CCVSC 

weg [f�	] 2> l021aTLU 
88s 

CVSC nich(t) 2^ l021aTLU 
127s 

CVSC 

Praxis-
tante 

2>^ l031aKPA
337s 

CCVSCC Praxis 2^ l031aKPA 
520s 

CCVSCC 

Praxis-
tante 

2> l031aKPA 
338s 

CVSC Tanja 2^ l031aKPA 
362s 

CVSC 

oh 

 
2> l041aKTH 

278s 
CVL ah  

 
2^ l041aKTH 

173s 
CVL 

rausgetor-
kelt 

2> l041aCHE 
89s 

CVS(C) - - - - 

runterge-
worfen 

2> l041aCHE 
8s 

CVS(C) runterge-
worfen 

2) l041aCHE 
79s 

CVS(C) 

Töchter-
chen 

2>^ l041aCHE 
345s 

CVSC Töchter-
chen 

|2^ l041aCHE 
342s 

CVSC 

Lurch 2>^ l041aCHE 
366s 

CVSCC Lurch 2-% l041aCHE 
367s 

CVSCC 

Spannen-
des 

2>) l041aCHE 
381s 

CCVSC Spannen-
des 

2( l041aCHE 
153s 

CCVSC 

Vater 2>^ l051aJKO 
11s 

CVL Vater 2^ l051aJKO 
278s 

CVL 
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Force Accents Pitch Accents 
Word Lab Ref SyllStru Word Lab Ref SyllStru 

Bett 2>^ l051aJKO 
14s 

CVSC Bett 2] l051aJKO 
628s 

CVSC 

ganz 2>( l051aJKO. 
67s 

CVSCCC ganzen 2^ l051aJKO 
348s 

CVSCCC 

rennt 2>( l051aJKO 
255s 

CVSCC rennt 2( l051aJKO 
265s 

CVSCC 

sackt 2> l051aJKO 
271s 

CVSCC hast 2[ l051aJKO 
142s 

CVSCC 

findet 2>^ l051aJKO 
642s 

CVSC findet 2[ l051aJKO 
281s 

CVSC 

bisschen 2>^ l061aMPI 
99s 

CVSC bisschen 2^ l061aMPI 
644s 

CVSC 

runter-
kickt 

2> l061aMPI 
304s 

CVSCC echt |2^ l061aMPI 
660s 

CVSCC 

flippt 2>) l061aMPI 
599s 

CCVSCC Kluft 2^ l061aMPI 
467s 

CCVSCC 

besoffene 2>( l061aMPI 
607s 

CVSC Wasser 2( l061aMPI 
259s 

CVSC 

ganz 2>( l061aTRA 
423s 

CVSCCC - - - - 

dudeln 2>^ l061aTRA
543s 

CVL Rübe |2^ l061aTRA 
231s 

CVL 

anmacht 3>[ l011aTEV 
316s 

CVSC - - - - 

angebrüllt 3> l041aCHE 
68s 

CCVSCC - - - - 

Spaß 3>( l041aCHE 
77s 

CCVLC - - - - 

Fest 3>( l051aUHO 
719s 

CVSCC Fest 3^ l051aUHO 
717s 

CVSCC 

sackt 3>^ l051aJKO 
272s 

CVSCC Kind 3( l051aJKO 
128s 

CVSCC 

schwach-
sinnig 

3>^ l061aMPI 
6s 

CCVSC Schwimm-
badszene 

2( l061aMPI 
650s 

CCVSC 

offen- 
sichtlich 

3>( l061aMPI 
28s 

CVSC offen- 
sichtlich 

2^ l061aMPI 
451s 

CVSC 

Schluss 3>( l061aMPI 
125s 

CCVSC Schluss 2^ l061aMPI 
404s 

CCVSC 

beschissen 3>^ l061aMPI 
167s 

CVSC müssen 2^ l061aMPI 
651s 

CVSC 

schwach-
sinnig 

3> l061aMPI 
648s 

CCVSC Schwimm-
meister 

3( l061aMPI 
247s 

CCVSC 

Becken 3>) l061aMPI 
222s 

CVSC Doc 3^ l061aMPI 
157s 

CVSC 
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because the accent levels of the target word ach were too different (/2/ vs 

/0/). So a sample of 28 instances of force and pitch accents in short-
vowel syllables resulted for subsequent analysis.  

In compound verbs with prefixes, there is a strong tendency for the 
force accent to be on the verb stem, intensifying its semantic content 
(e.g. angebrüllt ‘shouted at’, runterkickt ‘kicked down’): of 5 force-
accented compound verbs in the corpus, 4 have it on the stem. Among 
these is a case with a pitch accent on the verbal prefix and a force accent 
on the stem (rausgetorkelt ‘swayed out’). The verb as such is focussed 
by the melodic peak contour, which is hooked on to the morphologically 
determined lexical stress position on the prefix, and the force accent is 
embedded in it for emphasis of the meaning of the stem. 

Among the corresponding prefix verbs with pitch accents, on the 
other hand, the accentuation patterns are different: 7 out of 8 accented 
an- verbs carry the accent on the prefix, and one has double accentuation 
on the prefix and the stem; out of 6 accented raus-/runter- verbs, 1 has 
the accent on the prefix, 2 on both prefix and stem, and 3 on the stem. 
 

2.1.2 Methods of analysis 

 
Signal analysis was carried out in xassp (IPDS 1997). 
 

(1) The syllable-internal durations are determined for consonantal 
on- and off-sets and the vocalic nuclei in the set of 28 short-vowel 
words. 

 
(2) The energy of accented vowels is measured at mid-point and re-

lated to the energy of either the preceding or the following unac-
cented reduced, schwa-like vowel, also measured at mid-point, by 
calculating the accented – unaccented dB difference. The set only 
includes accent-level-2 words, which are, moreover, identical or 
sufficiently similar in the qualities of the accented and the unac-
cented vowels in force and pitch environments. Furthermore, the 
examples doch and ach (so) are again excluded, but the two re-
maining long-vowel cases bescheuert(e) and Vater are part of the 
set, which thus comprises 18 instances of force – pitch pairs. 
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(3) The energy of onset or offset plosive aspiration and fricatives is 
measured at mid-point and related to the energy of the accented 
vowel by calculating the consonant – vowel dB difference. Here 
comparability of the consonants and their vowel environments are 
again considered, leaving sets of 13 and 9 matched force – pitch 
pairs for on- and offsets, respectively. 

 
Voice quality was assessed auditorily in conjunction with visual in-

spection of spectrograms. 
 
2.2 Results 

 
2.2.1 Duration 

 
Table 2 gives the absolute durations (in ms) of onset and offset conso-
nants and short nucleus vowels for each word in the 28 short-vowel pairs 
of force and pitch accents, as well as the means and standard deviations; 
in addition, the force-to-pitch-accent ratios are also listed. Figure 2 pre-
sents the comparisons of means in the three syllable positions for the two 
accent types in the short-vowel syllables. It shows a tendency for the 
accented-syllable periphery, especially the onset, to be longer in the 
force-accent words, whereas the nucleus seems to be indifferent. 

There are, however, very large standard deviations in the absolute du-
ration measurements of consonants and vowels. This scatter of values is 
due to the heterogeneous phonetic structures of the words included in the 
sample. But the pair matching of force and pitch accent words with 
comparable structures provides a basis for assessing their relationship by 
the force-to-pitch duration ratios for all pairs of onset, offset and vowel 
values. Their distributions show whether the different syllable sections 
are affected differently by the two accent types. It may be deduced from 
the comparisons of mean durations in Figure 2 that the ratio is above 1 
for the consonantal periphery, especially for the onset, but is close to 1 
for the syllable nucleus. This hypothesis can be tested by a statistical 
design based on one factor, SYLLABLE SECTION, with three components 
(onset, vowel, offset), and the duration ratio as the dependent variable in 
an analysis of variance with repeated measures. Since the homogeneity 
of variance is violated in these data (Mauchly test: p=0.003), a correction 
of degrees of freedom according to Greenhouse-Geisser is applied, and 
the significance level is set conservatively at 1%.  
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Table 2: Durations of onset, nucleus, offset in the short-vowel syllables of force and 
pitch accents (levels 2 and 3), per word, as well as means and sd, in ms, and duration 
ratios of Force:Pitch accents, in segmentally corresponding words; n1=n2=28. 
 

Force Accents Pitch Accents Ratios Force:Pitch 
Word On 

[ms] 
V 

[ms] 
Off 
[ms] 

Word On 
[ms] 

V 
[ms] 

Off 
[ms] 

On V Off 

ich 37 53 76 ich 42 38 95 0.9 1.4 0.8 
gesteckt 137 54 95 steckt 114 82 81 1.2 0.7 1.2 
besoffene 93 54 81 besoffene 80 85 75 1.2 0.6 1.08 
erstickt 290 38 247 erstickt 138 66 268 2.1 0.6 0.9 
Dressler 143 55 124 Dressler 97 73 69 1.5 0.8 1.8 
weg 59 68 93 nicht  72 64 92 0.8 1.1 1 
Praxis-
(tante) 

90 68 144 Praxis 157 245 130 0.6 0.3 1.1 

(Praxis)-
tante 

148 58 83 Tanja 94 77 53 1.6 0.8 1.6 

Töchter-
chen 

96 60 56 Töchter-
chen 

113 66 57 0.9 0.9 1 

Lurch 159 120 445 Lurch 87 96 207 1.8 1.3 2.1 
Spannen-
des 

272 77 202 Spannen-
des 

186 68 94 1.5 1.1 2.2 

Bett 135 92 225 Bett 56 91 133 2.4 1 1.7 
ganz 114 58 112 ganzen 27 63 137 4.2 0.9 0.8 
rennt 111 60 83 rennt 53 64 76 2.1 1.3 1.1 
sackt 149 91 140 hast 40 65 66 3.7 1.4 2.1 
findet 176 31 45 findet 113 30 64 1.6 1 0.7 
bisschen 155 46 90 bisschen 51 39 84 3 1.2 1.1 
runterkickt 194 36 246 echt 74 49 114 2.6 0.7 2.2 
flippt 222 37 100 Kluft 228 42 103 1 0.9 1 
besoffene 122 55 124 Wasser 64 84 121 1.9 0.7 1 
Fest 81 144 234 Fest 52 86 236 1.6 1.7 1 
sackt 143 79 206 Kind 97 44 114 1.5 1.8 1.8 
schwach-
sinnig 

278 38 62 Schwimm-
badszene 

149 45 78 1.9 0.8 0.8 

offen- 
sichtlich 

132 68 106 offen- 
sichtlich 

29 61 81 4.6 1.1 1.3 

Schluss 241 73 156 Schluss 160 48 55 1.5 1.5 2.8 
beschissen 138 42 64 müssen 63 37 58 2.2 1.8 1.1 
Becken 160 66 125 Doc 131 56 95 1.2 1.2 1.3 
schwach-
sinnig 

331 35 62 Schwimm-
meister 

260 53 165 1.3 0.7 0.4 

mean 

sd 

157.4 

71.6 

62.7 

25.6 

136.6 

85.9 

mean 

sd 

101.0 

58.5 

68.5 

39.0 

107.2 

54.2 

1.9 

1.0 

1.1 

0.4 

1.3 

0.6 
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Figure 2: Duration means of consonantal on- and offsets and short nucleus vowels in 
force and pitch accent syllables (n1=n2=28). 

 
The results of the inferential statistics are set out in Table 3. They 

show that the strongest effect among the syllable section contrasts is the 
difference between onset and vowel, which means that the force accent 
is characterised by a significant lengthening of the initial consonant 
(cluster) but does not affect the vowel to a greater extent than the pitch 
accent. The lengthening of the offset falls in between.  
 
Table 3: Results of the 1-factor analysis of variance with repeated measures on the dura-
tion ratios of force-accent to pitch-accent syllable onsets, vowels, and offsets.  
 

Test  F p 
Over-all  Geenhouse-Geisser 11.806   .000* 

Onset:Vowel 18.853   .000* 
Vowel:Offset   6.166 .020 

Contrasts 

Onset:Offset   7.323 .012 

 
As mentioned in 2.1.1, the force-accented short-vowel word doch 

(constituting a complete utterance) was excluded from the analysis be-
cause of its extreme vowel length (526 ms, compared with the more 
usual 116 ms in the corresponding pitch-accent word). Although the 
classification and labelling as a force accent corresponds to the auditory 
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impression of a special effort, independent of pitch inflection, this case 
differs from the phonetic manifestations of other labelled force accents, 
not only in its disproportionate nucleus lengthening but also in the lack 
of significant onset lengthening. The vowel is largely voiceless breathy, 
but not of the tense type found in other force accents. These phonetic 
differences suggest that this is another type of force accent, which is also 
associated with a different function, as will be discussed in section 4 
(Audio Example 2). 
 
2.2.2 Acoustic energy 
 
The syntagmatic energy differences (in dB) of the nucleus in relation to a 
contiguous unaccented vowel of reduced, schwa-like quality, and of on-
set and offset consonants in relation to the nucleus, are listed in Tables 4 
and 5 for force and pitch accent syllables. The measurements have large 
standard deviations, due to the heterogeneity of the database as regards 
vowel quality, consonant type and accent position in the prosodic phrase.  
Figure 3 shows the average relative energy for syllable onset, nucleus 
and offset in their syntagmatic relationship.  Smaller  negative values for 
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Figure 3: Energy averages of accented vowels above neighbouring unaccented ones, and 
of syllable onset and offset obstruents below following or preceding accented vowels, in 
dB, for matched force and pitch accent pairs.  
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consonants under the force-accent condition indicate that the syllable 
periphery is strengthened, compared with pitch accents. So Figure 3 
demonstrates that the most important difference between the intensities 
of force and pitch-accent syllables resides in the higher values for the 
onset in force accents, offsets contribute less, and vowels are neutral. 
This also means that the onset – vowel transition is accompanied by a 
higher energy increase in pitch accents, and the total energy level of con-
sonant – vowel sequences is higher in force accents than in pitch accents.  

The data are tested for significance with t tests for dependent samples. 
Table 6 provides the results. The tendencies of the descriptive statistics 
shown in Figure 3 are confirmed by the inferential statistics: the greater 
energy in the onset consonants is significant for the signalling of force 
accents. The effect is in parallel to the duration increase, but less pro-
nounced. 

 
Table 4: Energy differences between the accented (A) and the immediately preceding 
or, failing that, following unaccented (U) vowel of reduced, schwa-like quality in force 
accents and in pitch accents of level 2, in dB; n1=n2=18. If the unaccented vowel is in 
another word it is given in parentheses. 
 

Force Accents Pitch Accents 
Word Diff A – U 

[dB] 
Word Diff A – U 

[dB] 
bescheuerte 6 bescheuert  0 
gesteckt 9 (das) steckt 8 
besoffene 3 besoffene 2 
(was) ich 4 (was) ich 5 
erstickt -3 erstickt 8 
(Doktor) Dressler -8 (Doktor) Dressler -2 

(is) weg [	] 4 (die) nich(t) 1 

Praxis(tante) 7 Praxis 8 
(Praxis)tante 5 Tanja 1 
(runter)geworfen -2 (runter)geworfen 4 
Töchterchen 3 Töchterchen 2 
(der) Lurch 1 (der) Lurch 2 
Spannendes 4 Spannendes 4 
Vater 7 Vater 9 
(im) Bett 18 (im) Bett 15 
(Hofeinfahrt) sackt 19 (Alte) hast 4 
findet 5 findet 6 
bisschen 5 bisschen 6 
mean   

sd 

4.8  

6.4 

mean   

sd 

4.6  

4.0 
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Table 5: Energy differences between the accented vowel (AV) and onset or offset con-
sonants of accented syllables, in force accents and pitch accents, in dB, for accent level 
2. Onset:  n1=n2=13; Offset:  n1=n2=9. 

 
Force Accents Pitch Accents Consonant Type 

and Position Word Diff  On/Off 
– AV [dB] 

Word Diff  On-/Off  
– AV [dB] 

gesteckt -12 steckt -11 
bescheuerte -5 bescheuert -6 
erstickt +7 erstickt +2 
Spannendes -1 Spannendes -1 
Vater -23 Vater -28 
findet -7 rennt -13 
besoffene -18 besoffene -13 
Dressler -6 Dressler -8 
Praxis(tante) -10 Praxis -6 
(runterge)worfen -16 (runterge)worfen -25 

fricative onset 

rennt -9 rennt -19 
(Praxis)tante -5 Tanja -5 plosive  onset 

Töchterchen -4 Töchterchen -8 

onset mean  

sd 
-8.4  

7.8 

mean  

sd 
-10.9 

8.8 

ich -11 ich -7 
Dressler -4 Dressler -16 

weg [	] -5 nich(t) -7 

Praxis(tante) -13 Praxis -2 
Töchterchen -8 Töchterchen -8 
ganz -15 ganzen -15 
bisschen -10 bisschen -11 

fricative offset 
 
 

Lurch -7 Lurch -8 
plosive  offset Bett -19 Bett -23 

offset mean  

sd 

-10.2  

4.9 

mean  

sd 

-10.8  

6.3 

 
 
 
Table 6: Results of t tests for dependent samples (paired) on the energy data.  

 df T p (1-tailed) 

Vowel 17 0.174 0.432 

Onset 12 1.940   0.038* 

Offset  8 0.272 0.396 
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In two words of the sample used for energy measurements, the same 
fricative occurs both in an accented and in an unaccented syllable. 

 
● Praxis(tante) has the fricative [s] after the accented and after the 

first unaccented vowel. In the force accent condition, there is an 
energy difference of 7 dB in favour of the accented position. In 
the pitch-accented word Praxis the energy difference is only 1 dB.  

 
● In force-accented Töchterchen, the energy of the aspiration of the 

plosive [t
] in the onset of the accented syllable is 5 dB greater 
than in the onset of the second unaccented syllable. In the pitch-
accent condition, it is 1 dB below the unaccented position.  

 
These observations indicate that the syntagmatic energy relations, dif-

ferentiating force from pitch accents, not only manifest themselves lo-
cally in the accented syllable but also globally across several contiguous 
syllables. 
 
2.2.3 Voice quality 
 
The assessment of voice quality is not based on measurement but is only 
impressionistic, resulting in some global statements.  
 
● In three quarters of the force accents with pitch contours, the 

voice quality is modal, and comparable to the voice quality in 
pitch accents. But there are also cases of creak (Spaß), breathy 
voice (Fest), breathy creaky voice (Dressler), whispery voice 
(Töchterchen). 

 
● Force accents without pitch contours predominantly have non-

modal voice qualities, e.g. breathy (doch, ach, (runter)kickt), 
creak (oh).  

 
Voice quality is no doubt a distinguishing feature between force and 

pitch accents in addition to, and coupled with, duration and energy. It 
needs further investigation, especially at the signal level, more particu-
larly because the force accent requires further sub-categorization, for 
which voice quality seems to be an essential feature (see 2.2.1, 4). 
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3 Perception experiment 

 
3.1 Hypothesis 

 
The corpus analysis has established strong lengthening of onset conso-
nants in accented syllables as a basic acoustic cue in the production of 
force accents. Lengthening of speech segments of various extension, 
including word initial consonants, is also a feature of disfluent speech 
(cf. Peters 2005b). The question therefore arises as to whether listeners 
decode instances of naturally produced force accents differently from 
natural disfluent sections of speech by taking other concomitant produc-
tion features, such as energy and voice quality, into account. Since force 
accents fulfil a communicative function in the domain of expressive 
evaluation on the part of the speaker (see section 4), listeners need to 
able to perform a separation between the two categories of accentual and 
disfluent phenomena in perception and communicative interpretation.  

The following perception experiment is to test the hypothesis that the 
duration of onset consonants is an essential cue in the perception of force 
accent and that, in spite of this consonant lengthening, a force accent is 
not decoded as speech disfluency.  
 
3.2 Test stimuli  

 
The rationale for stimulus generation is the selection of LINDENSTRASSE 

corpus examples representing fluent pitch and force accents, and disflu-
ent utterances, and to pair them for comparative judgement in an AX test 
along the fluency – disfluency dimension. Utterances from a female 
speaker (l011aCJE) form the database. Three A-stimuli are selected for 
the AX test, representing the following categories (<:> marks lengthen-
ing): 
 

(1) disfluent without a pause: d0 (Audio Example 3) 
 und denn: b:allert er ihr zwei ‘and then he slaps her twice in the 

face’,  
 
(2) fluent without a pause: f0 (Audio Example 4) 
 so ’n Skelett angekuckt ‘looked at some skeleton’, 
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(3) disfluent with a pause, generated from the natural utterance by in-
serting a 200 ms pause and lengthening the preceding fricative [s] 
from 79 ms to 257 ms: dp (Audio Example 5) 

 das: [200 ms] war’s denn schon ‘that was it then’.  
 

For pairing with each of the A-stimuli (1) – (3), 6 X-stimuli are se-
lected from the database and generated as follows: 

 
(a) original force accent: F0 (Audio Example 6) 
 so ’ne total bescheuerte Stimme ‘such a completely stupid voice’, 
 
(b) original pitch accent: P0 (Audio Example 7) 
 total bescheuert ausgesprochen ‘pronounced in a completely stu-

pid way’, 
 

(c) two degrees of lengthening of the onset consonant [�] in the ac-
cented syllable of (b) from the original 106 ms:  

 P1 = 146 ms, P2 = 190 ms (Audio Examples 8, 9), 
 
(d) two control stimuli from the database, representing 
 - a disfluent utterance: d0 (Audio Example 10) 
  keine: w:eiterfolgende Szene davon ‘no subsequent episode of 

 that’ 
 - a fluent utterance: f0 (Audio Example 11) 
  eure besoffene Fröhlichkeit‚ ‘your drunken merriment’. 

 
The purpose of the control stimuli is to check whether subjects are 

able to adequately transfer the concepts of fluency and disfluency, which 
are trained in a precursor to the test session (see 3.3).  

In addition to pairing A(3) with X(a) – X(d), it is also combined with 
another two stimuli having a pause of 200 ms spliced into them for two 
different functions:  
 

(e) to heighten the accentuation of the following word in the fluent 
corpus utterance dass es [200 ms] nicht von mir ist ‘that the baby 
is not mine’: fp (Audio Example 12), 
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(f) to increase the impression of hesitation in the disfluent corpus ut-
terance ihre tolln: [200 ms] Griespfannkuchen ‘her great semo-
lina pancakes’: dp (Audio Example 13). 

 
In (e), the energy of the initial nasal is adjusted to the maximum in the 

accented vowel but reduced at the onset for a natural course after pause. 
The nasal+vowel segment is also lengthened from 90 ms to 95 ms.  

Pause splicing for (3), (e), and (f) was carried out in xassp, lengthen-
ing of the voiced segment for (e) in praat (Boersma and Weenink). As 
the duration manipulation in praat of the initial voiceless fricative for (c) 
resulted in unnatural metallic quality, a splicing technique was used in 
xassp, copying small signal sections in the initial, the central and the 
final part of the original fricative. This splicing was guided by the energy 
contour, and the copies were inserted medially into the sections. Energy 
adjustment for (e) was done in CoolEdit. The pairings of the 3 A-stimuli 
(1) – (3) with the 6 X-stimuli (a) – (d), and of A(3) with X(e),(f) resulted 
in 20 AX test stimuli. Each pair was introdced by a 500 ms bleep and 
followed by 3 s silence for subjects’ reactions. The pairs were repeated 5 
times and the total stimulus series of 100 AX items was randomized.  
 
3.3 The listening test 
 

A test file was prepared of the 100 randomized AX items, partitioned 
into 10 blocks of 10, each of which was followed by a bleep of 1 s. The 
actual perception experiment was introduced by a preparatory training 
that was to make subjects aware of the communicative concepts of fluent 
versus disfluent speech. A variety of different examples from a male and 
from two female speakers (dialogues l061a, l031a, l011a) were compiled 
to demonstrate the contrast of fluent and disfluent utterances. These ex-
amples with the test instructions, read by a male speaker, were presented 
from an audio CD over a loudspeaker in a sound-treated room. (The 
German text is in the Appendix.) The test file was then played from a 
computer over the loudspeaker. The subjects’ task was to decide whether 
the two utterances in an AX pair were equally fluent or equally disfluent 
or whether they were different in their fluency/disfluency. Subjects gave 
their responses by pressing one of two buttons  (1 for equal, 2 for un-
equal) of a computerized system registering reactions to acoustic stmuli.  

19 students of psychology at Kiel University were recruited and re-
ceived class credit points for their participation in a perceptual experi-
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ment. They did the test in three groups of 8, 4, and 7, respectively. Each 
session lasted about 30 minutes. 
 
3.4 Results 
 
The results from the three groups of subjects were pooled. Out of the 
expected total of 1900 responses, 15 from 5 subjects are missing. Since 
these are only 0.8% they are ignored in the discussion. The absolute and 
relative frequencies of equal answers for each stimulus type are given in 
Table 7.  
 
Table 7: Absolute and relative frequencies of equal, and missing, responses, in the (dis) 
fluency AX test (19 subjects, 5 repetitions per stimulus). d d disfluent, f f fluent, F force 
accent, P pitch accent, 0 0 original, P1, P2 lengthening (pitch), p p insertion of pause. 
 

AX Pairs Equal None 
A X N % N % 

F0 8 8.42 1 1.05 
P0 10 10.53 2 2.11 
P1 37 38.95 1 1.05 
P2 71 74.74 1 1.05 
d0 88 92.63 0 0.00 

d0 

f0 15 15.79 0 0.00 
F0 80 84.21 0 0.00 
P0 77 81.05 0 0.00 
P1 60 63,16 0 0.00 
P2 27 28,42 2 2.11 
d0 15 15,79 0 0.00 

f0 

f0 75 78,95 0 0.00 
F0 10 10,53 3 3.16 
P0 11 11,58 1 1.05 
P1 29 30,53 0 0.00 
P2 68 71,58 0 0.00 
d0 80 84,21 1 1.05 
f0 29 30,53 0 0.00 
fp 66 69.47 2 2.11 

dp 
 

dp 84 88,42 1 1.05 

 
Figure 4 presents a comparison of the relative frequencies of equal

responses to the disfluent, the fluent or the mixed AX pairs with control 
stimuli d0 and f0. If both stimuli in an AX pair are fluent or disfluent 
they are predominently judged as being equal; if one is fluent, the other 
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Figure 4: Relative frequencies of equal responses to the disfluent, the fluent or the 
mixed AX pairs (d0d0, dpd0, f0f0, d0f0, dpf0, f0d0). 
 

disfluent, the great majority of judgements are unequal. In both cases, 
these judgements are independent of the fluency state of the A-stimulus. 
2 x 3 P2 tests were performed, with the independent variable of the 3 
types of A-stimuli, combined with (I) the same or (II) the different flu-
ency type in the X control stiumulus, and with the equal and unequal 
judgements as the dependent variable. Neither test is significant, thus 
showing no association of the equal or unequal judgement with the flu-
ent or disfluent pair in (I) (P2=0,0269, df=2, p=0,987), or with the A-
stimulus of the mixed pair in (II) (P2=0,0152, df=2, p=0,992). So listen-
ers are able to differentiate stimuli consistently as to their (dis)fluency, 
and the presession training in the perception experiment established 
categorization successfully. 

Against these results, the responses to force and pitch accents, origi-
nal and manipulated, can be evaluated with regard to their fluent or dis-
fluent classification. Figure 5 presents the relative frequencies of equal 

responses to the X-stimuli of original force or pitch accents (F0, P0) in 
the 3 A-contexts disfluent, fluent and pause-manipulated disfluent (d0, 
f0, dp). In all the contexts, the force accent clusters with the pitch accent 
and with the assessment of fluent stimuli in Figure 4. The hypothesis has 
thus been confirmed that force accents are perceived as fluent in spite of 
their most salient feature of initial consonant lengthening. 
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Figure 5: Relative frequencies of equal responses to the AX pairs containing original 
force accents F0 or original pitch accents P0 or duration-manipulated pitch accents P1, 

P2 or pause-manipulated fluent or disfluent phrases fp, dp after a disfluent, a fluent or a 
pause-manipulated disfluent A-stimulus. 

 
However, the data for P1 and P2 in Figure 5 show that increasing the 

duration of an initial voiceless fricative in the pitch-accented syllable of 
bescheuert progressively moves judgement towards disfluency. This 
clearly indicates that increased onset duration is not sufficient to create 
the impression of a force accent, derived from an original pitch accent, 
although it is certainly necessary. The other features that are found in the 
corpus analysis, viz. increase of energy and change of voice quality, ap-
parently need to be adjusted as well if the result of the manipulation is to 
retain its fluency status while changing the accent category to a force 
accent.  

Furthermore, the introduction of a pause before the accented word 
nicht, together with a lengthening of the intitial nasal, does not reproduce 
the common focussing of accented words but has the same effect on flu-
ency as the initial fricative lengthening. Since the experimental design 
only allowed a binary decision, a grading of disfluency cannot be cap-
tured, and the dp stimulus of Figure 5 shows the same disfluency re-
sponse as stimulus d0 in Figure 4. Further inferential statistics tests are 
not necessary because the descriptive data, judged in relation to the 
highly significant test results for the control stimuli, are very clear. 
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It can thus be concluded that force accents constitute a separate accent 
category with at least three phonetic features – onset duration, energy, 
and voice quality – in speech production, and that they are equally rele-
vant in perception, albeit only duration has been formally tested, the 
relevance of the other two being deduced from the results. Further inves-
tigation is necessary to complete the picture. Since a force accent has 
thus been established as to its phonetic form in both production and per-
ception we can now enquire into its association with communicative 
functions. 

 

4 Communicative functions of force accents 

 
In all the examples of force accents in the examined corpus the speaker 
expresses a special focus, which may be called emphasis. This term is in 
current use for multivaried phenomena that do not constitute a single 
unitary category. Following Armstrong and Ward (1926) and Cousteno-
ble and Armstrong (1934), two main categories of emphasis need to be 
distinguished: (1) special prominence which a speaker gives to certain 
words for rational highlighting and expression of contrast to what has 
been said; (2) special prominence to amplify the meaning of words and 
to express a particularly great degree of what they imply. The former has 
been called emphasis for contrast, the latter emphasis for intensity.  

The authors illustrate the difference with the example There’s an 

enormous improvement. Contrasting the word enormous, for example to 
a preceding utterance There was very little improvement., results in a 
focus on the word, with a high pitch fall on the only accented syllable     
-nor-. Contrast may be scaled by different ranges of the fall. The expres-
sion of intensity on the same word, on the other hand, produces an up-
ward pitch glide with levelling out on -nor-, followed by a gradual de-
scent on the subsequent syllables and a nuclear accent on -prove-; there 
is also greater energy and lengthening of the accented-syllable onset. 
Emphasis for intensity may be scaled by widening or narrowing of the 
pitch range, and no doubt the other features may be varied as well for 
this scaling. 

The examples under discussion in this paper belong to the intensity 
category. A further subdivision seems to be necessary, however, first of 
all from the point of view of phonetic form. There are cases of force  
accents with or without pitch features. In the latter, voicelessness is 
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strengthened, by intensified obstruents reducing the proportion of sonor-
ity in syllables, which often contain short vowel nuclei, and by the use of 
breath, whisper and creak as voice qualities. The example of Figure 1 is 
of this type. By this kind of emphasis the speaker adds a negative, disap-
proving expressive evaluation of the statement made.  

On the other hand, there is the example doch, which was excluded 
from the duration analysis (cf. 2.1.1, 2.2.1) because of its excessive 
lengthening of the accented-syllable nucleus, rather than the onset. The 
vowel has lax breathiness, so there is again no pitch feature, but it is not 
of the tight kind as in the example of Figure 1. The dialogue context in 
which this force accent occurs is the following. Female speaker A asks 
female speaker B Heißt er nicht Sperling? ‘Is not his name Sperling?’ 
By using a high rising valley contour, she intimates openness and readi-
ness for discussion. Speaker B, however, replies with a categorical me-
dial peak Nein! ‘No!’ Speaker B then voices a polite, subordinated ob-
jection by using a force accent with a long lax breathy nucleus. This is 
comparable to the use of breathy voice for the expression of care towards 
family members in Japanese (Campbell and Mokhtari 2003).  

Thus at least two types of force accents need to be distinguished from 
the formal as well as from the functional point of view. The example 
quoted above from English could not be produced with a non-melodic 
force accent because it would destroy the speaker’s positive expressive-
ness. Contrariwise, the example of Figure 1 would be most odd with a 
melodic force accent because it cannot code the negative expressiveness, 
the disgust the speaker wants to convey on the person’s behaviour he is 
talking about.  

Similarly, it would be appropriate to have melodic force accents in 

It’s delicious!, It smells! or the German equivalents Das schmeckt!, Das 

riecht!, in each case with strong lengthening of the sonorants of the   
accented-syllable onsets in addition to the tonal structures decribed 
above. But it would be odd to have the same prosodic patterns in It 

stinks! or Das stinkt!, unless the speaker relishes in odours that are un-
pleasant for others. The latter two examples are expected to have non-
melodic force accents. In You did that beautifully! or Das hast du toll 

gemacht!, a melodic force accent expresses appreciation, whereas a non-
melodic force accent sounds sarcastic because the verbal meaning 
clashes with the accentual meaning, and the latter is rated higher.  

The force accent data suggest that the phonetic manifestations signal-
ling the two categories that need to be distinguished, represent another 
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instance of a direct signal – function link. It is an interesting research 
goal to investigate this link further from both form and function perspec-
tives in production as well as in perception, and across a variety of dif-
ferent languages with different prosodic structures. Particularly the inte-
grated investigation of pitch, phonation, articulation and their timing in 
the signalling of the communicative functions of force accents can give 
new insights and advance phonetic science beyond the impoverished 
prosodic modelling within laboratory phonology. 
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Appendix: Instructions for the listening test 

 
Im folgenden Hörexperiment geht es um den Unterschied zwischen einer zögerlichen 
und einer flüssigen Sprechweise. Jeder kennt es aus dem Alltag, dass man manchmal 
schnell und sicher die eigenen Gedanken äußern kann und zusammenhängend und flüs-
sig spricht. Manchmal aber fallen einem die richtigen Worte nicht gleich ein, und man 
kommt ins Stocken - so entsteht eine zögerliche Sprechweise. 

Der Unterschied zwischen diesen beiden Sprechweisen soll durch die folgenden 
Hörbeispiele illustriert werden. 

  
• Hörbeispiel 1: Verschiedene kurze Äußerungen in einer flüssigen Sprechweise: 

Datei wird abgespielt. 
 
• Hörbeispiel 2: Verschiedene kurze Äußerungen mit einer zögerlichen Sprech-

weise: Datei wird abgespielt. 
 
Die eben gehörten Beispiele wurden von einem Mann gesprochen, aber natürlich 

gibt es die unterschiedlichen Sprechweisen auch bei Sprecherinnen. Folgende Beispiele 
sollen den Unterschied zwischen flüssig und zögerlich gesprochenen Äußerungen noch 
einmal mit einigen Sprachbeispielen von zwei Sprecherinnen verdeutlichen.  

 
Im folgenden Hörbeispiel hören Sie flüssig Gesprochenes: 
• Datei wird abgespielt. 
 
Und so hört sich eine zögerliche Sprechweise an: 
• Datei wird abgespielt. 
 
In dem nun folgenden Hörexperiment geht es darum, dass Sie zwei Äußerungen hin-

sichtlich der Sprechweise miteinander vergleichen.  
Und nun zum Ablauf des Experiments: Sie werden nun Paare von verschiedenen 

kurzen Äußerungen einer Sprecherin hören. Sie müssen sich dann bei jedem Paar ent-
scheiden, ob beide Äußerungen eine gleiche Sprechweise haben. D.h. ob sie sich beide 
zögerlich bzw. beide flüssig anhören oder nicht. Um Ihre Urteile abzugeben, benutzen 
Sie bitte die Tastaturen vor Ihnen auf dem Tisch. Wenn Sie den Eindruck haben, beide 
Äußerungen sind zögerlich bzw. beide sind flüssig, drücken Sie die Taste 1. Wenn Sie 
finden, dass eine der Äußerungen im Paar flüssig, die andere aber zögerlich ist, drücken 
Sie bitte Taste 2. Nach jedem vorgespielten Äußerungspaar ist eine kurze Pause, in der 
Sie bitte Ihr Urteil abgeben. Nach jeweils zehn Paaren kommt eine längere Pause und 
ein Piepton.  

Um Ihnen den Ablauf besser zu verdeutlichen werden jetzt 10 Äußerungspaare vor-
gespielt, die Sie jeweils per Knopfdruck beurteilen. Danach können noch Fragen zum 
Ablauf gestellt werden.  
 
Vielen Dank im Voraus für Ihre Mitarbeit. 
 
Ein PROBEBLOCK mit 10 AX-Stimuluspaaren wird abgespielt.



 
 


